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King William Parade & Fair 2016

On Saturday, April 23rd, our chapter participated in the
2016 Fiesta King William Fair. We led the parade as the
Vanguard for the second year in a row. Mason and Gideon
St. John were the Banner Carriers. The Color Guard
consisted of Adam Dominguez, Ricky Reyes, Joe Perez and
Roger Valdez. Drum Major Ricardo Rodriguez led the Fife & Drum Corps which consisted of Fifer Crystal
Benavides , Snare Drummers Jesse Benavides, Alex Zamora and Ric Hernandez. On the Bass Drum was
Urban Urbano.
After the parade, we staffed a living history booth at the Fair on the grounds of the historic Wulff
House. We spoke with several people who visited the booth throughout
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, May 4
Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine Restaurant
5440 Babcock Rd ~ Dinner at 6:30 ~ Meeting at 7:30
Guest Speaker: Jack Cowan
Topic: White Slavery in the United States
Jack Cowan, Past Governor of the Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez San Antonio Chapter and Founder of
The Texas Connection with the American Revolution Association will give an interesting presentation on
a subject that few have explored, white slavery in the United States. Jack will cover a fascinating part of
our American history and expand our knowledge on a subject that is little-known but well documented.

Our website at www.granaderos.org continues to be a window to the world for our chapter and, in
many cases, a way for other organizations to check us out to see if we’re a legitimate organization. The
website is chock full of information about our group and includes many photos of our various events. It is
updated every month by Granadero Roland Cantu with current information about our meetings, guest
speakers and events in which we participated. It has interesting articles, the history of our group, names
and email addresses for officers of other chapters, and archived issues of La Granada, our newsletter.
Here are statistics for the 7-day period from March 28 through April 3, 2016. Percentages are
comparisons from the prior week.
 37 total visitors; an increase of 15%.
 26 new visitors; an increase of 4%. New visitors comprised 70.3% of total visitors that week.
 90 pages viewed; an increase of 52%. This shows visitors browsed through the web site.
 The average viewer spent 4 minutes on our website; an increase of 53%
As you can see, it is a vibrant and dynamic website that is maintained very well and serves its
purpose. A huge “Thank you” goes out to Roland Cantu for a fantastic job of maintaining our webisite.

Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez – San Antonio Chapter Officers
Governor (& Editor of La Granada): Joe Perez / jperez329@satx.rr.com
Deputy Governor: Ricardo Rodriguez / tejano1845@aol.com
Secretary: Briana Perez / briana_rosa_perez@yahoo.com
Treasurer: Elizabeth Perez / eperez329@satx.rr.com

Happy Birthday to our May Babies
May 17: Sylvia Sutton

May 21: Peter Baron

May 23: Robert Hancock

Interesting Things On The Internet Recently
Dama Maria Davis of the Order of Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez Pensacola Chapter is
the subject of an article in the Pensacola News Journal. Maria is instrumental in
maintaining a close connection between Pensacola and Spain. You can find the article at:
http://www.pnj.com/story/opinion/2016/04/16/viewpoint-maria-davis-bridge-spain/83120816/
Also in the Pensacola News Journal is an article about an essay contest sponsored by Pensacola Sister Cities where
fourth graders can write about Bernardo de Gálvez and fifth graders can write about Don Tristan de Luna. You can read
about this at: http://www.pnj.com/story/news/2016/03/29/luna-galvez-topics-county-essay-contest/82379754/
There is now a comic book by Juan de Aragón about Bernardo de Gálvez and his pivotal
role in the American Revolution. To see a video report of this, visit the website below.
http://www.andalusianstories.com/the-story-of-the-day/culture/comic-bernardo-galvezamerican-independence-news-andalusia/
Officials in Macharaviaya, Spain, the birthplace of Bernardo de Gálvez, are
looking into how they can use the interest in Gálvez as a magnet for tourism for
their city. They specifically want to use the 270th anniversary of Gálvez’ birth in July as a drawing card for such tourism.
They realize that there is growing interest in their hometown hero all across the world. You can read the article at:
http://www.surinenglish.com/20160318/news/costasol-malaga/socialists-hopeful-bernardo-galvez-201603181538.html

The photo at right is a
blast from the past.
In
November
2006,
some
Granaderos de Gálvez made
a trip to Louisiana for the St.
Gabriel Catholic Church Fair.
Granadero Richard Whynot
gave a presentation with a
slide show demonstrating the
achievements
of
Gálvez
during the American Revolution.
Serving as an Honor
Guard were Governor Joel
Escamilla, Michael Rojas, Tito
Fernandez and Drummer
Jesse Benavides.
Also in the picture is
Granadero Clifford Normand
from Baton Rouge.
Thanks go out to Rueben
Perez for sending in this
clipping.

Alluring San Antonio
Irish Flats of San Antonio
Gone But Not Forgotten
By Rueben M. Perez

Irish of San Antonio’s Colonial Period:
“Once upon a time” words often found in children’s storybooks are
words about a San Antonio neighborhood called the “Irish Flats”. Today, we
have only a memory of a vibrant neighborhood of what the Irish Flats must
have been. Only a few old houses of the old neighborhood remain, the
people and culture are gone. The Alamo Madre Acequia (irrigation ditch) was
once the lifeblood of the thriving neighborhood. Today, only a few traces can
still be seen, most of the acequia has disappeared. This story is about a
neighborhood in the heart of the city called the Irish Flats. The Irish presence
in Texas and San Antonio goes back to the Spanish Colonial period when the
first two Irishmen came to San Antonio. They changed their names,
citizenship, and adapted to Spanish traditions, Murphy, became Father Morfi
and O’Connor, became Governor Oconor. Father Juan Agustin Morfi accompanied Commandant General Teodoro de
Croix on an inspection tour of New Spain in 1777. Along the way, Father Morfi made detailed notes and observations in
his diary. His account of the early history of Texas and San Antonio would later be entered into his ledger entitled
History of Texas 1673-1779.
Governor Hugo Oconor born in Dublin, Ireland fled from the British in his homeland and joined the Spanish
Army. Oconor had flaming red hair and the Indians referred him as the “Red Captain”. In 1765, he traveled throughout
Texas as inspector general of the Provincias Internas and moved to San Antonio in 1768. Governor Oconor was
responsible for driving the Indians further west and with Father Solis on March 19, 1768 laid the cornerstone for the
new church at Mission San Jose.
Natives of Ireland were among the first settlers of Spanish Texas. Irish settlers joined Texas colonies such as the
Stephen F. Austin Colony, Martin de Leon’s Colony, and at Stagger’s Point in Robertson County. Empresarios, similar to
our present day land developers received large parcels of land, which they divided into plots and sold to families from
Ireland wanting to relocate. Irish empresarios John McMullen and James McGloin started the Patricio Colony and James
Power and James Hewetson began the Refugio Colony. 1.

The Irish in Texas-McMullen-McGloin Colony:
Early colonization began with the McMullen-McGloin Colony founded in 1828 when the original contract by
empresarios John Purnell and Benjamin Lovell called for 200 families to settle on the left bank of the Nueces River failed
to materialize. McMullen and McGloin took over the contract and traveled to New York to recruit Irish immigrants who
recently arrived and were willing to relocate. Two ships, Albion and New Packet were arranged to bring the Irish settlers
to Texas, landing at the port of Copano. The first ship Albion missed the intended port and ended up at Matagorda.
Both groups were able to reunite and moved inland to seek shelter at the abandoned mission at Refugio.
A second group of Irish settlers were more fortunate to reached Copano in December 1829 and a third group on
March 1830. Most of the Irish settlers stayed around Refugio waiting for land allocations to be assigned by the Mexican
government. They moved to Santa Margarita Crossing, on the Nueces River where José Antonio Saucedo assigned land
to the colonists on eighty leagues set aside for them. By October 1831 San Patricio de Hibernia or St. Patrick of Ireland
was laid out on east bank of the Nueces, now in St. Patrick County. The town was named after their patron saint and the
first community building was a picket church. In spite of the difficulties they had faced they held similar religious belief
of Catholicism, as did the Mexicans. 2.

At the outbreak of the Texas Revolution eighty-four titles had been issued. In 1834, additional colonists landed
in Copano increasing the population to nearly 500 at the start of the revolution. Mexican officials captured most of the
colonists during the revolution and held them in Matamoros until after the battle of San Jacinto. Following the
independence, the government of the Republic of Texas recognized land titles that were issued to the Irish settlers. 3.
The Irish colonies faced many challenges such as landing in the wrong place, facing hostile Indians, lack of timely
issuance of land grants, and relocating in unfamiliar territory. The first homes built by the settlers were jacales made
out of post, brush, and thatched roofs. Reverend Henry Doyle led the settlers in worship during their first Christmas on
alien soil.

Power and Hewetson Colony:
After forming a partnership, James Power and James Hewetson applied for an empresario contract for a
combined Irish Catholic and Mexican colony to be established on the Texas coast. Following some modifications, they
were approved for land extending from the Guadalupe to the Nueces, including the former lands of the abandoned
Nuestra Señora del Refugio Mission. The Power and Hewetson Colony assigned territory came into conflict with the
Martin De León and McMullen and McGloin colonies. After adjustments were made the new assigned territory was
between Coleto Creek and the mouth of the Nueces River.
Two roads between El Copano and La Bahia already existed from an earlier period; one road going to the two
points directly, the second rode by way of Paraje de los Copanos. El Copano served as a port for La Bahia with a small
military post. The first Irish or American families settled permanently in Refugio prior to 1829 and James Power built his
house in Refugio in 1830. The bulk of the Irish settlers in the colony settled in 1834. 4.
Power recruited 350 Irish immigrants in 1833 and upon returning to the States, the first group of 100 Irish
immigrants landed in New Orleans and the second group in May. While the immigrants were waiting in New Orleans,
around 150 contacted cholera and died. Many of the immigrants who did make it to Texas were stricken with cholera
and died. The ones who survived the arduous trip made homes in Copano or stayed near at the abandoned Refugio
Mission. An equal number of Mexicans from Coahuila joined the colony. By 1834, the settlers had received land grants
and settled at Refugio or nearby. A small number returned to New Orleans or returned to Ireland.
After building his house, James married first Delores de la Portilla, daughter of Felipe Roque de la Portilla in 1832
and when she died, married her sister, Tomasito de la Portilla.5 James Power later became a signer of the Declaration of
Independence, represented Refugio in the Convention of 1845 and helped get Sam Houston elected as President. 6.
The Irish offered less risk to the Mexican government than the Anglo Americans and shared a common faith.
The colonists were less likely to be prejudice against Mexicans, since they experienced ethnic and religious prejudice in
their native homeland of the British Empire. Interspersed with Mexican citizens, intermarriages were common. The
Irish learned how to ranch, grow crops and also learned survivor skills from the Mexicans.

Irish Migration:
Not all was well as hostilities arose with Karankawa Indians who made attempts to massacre the colonies as
they previously did to La Salle’s colony. The Irish colonists faced extreme hot summers unlike Ireland’s weather.
Growing crops were difficult due to different weather patterns and droughts. 7. The Irish settlers encountered another
problem shortly after their arrival. The Mexican government was in an upheaval as Santa Anna was elected President.
He dissolved the Mexican Congress and in 1835 replaced the 1824 constitution with a new one changing the
government to a centralist dictatorial government. 8. The converging winds of independence from Mexico swept across
Texas and throughout the colonies. Both San Patricio and Refugio became frontier outposts in the Texas revolution and
suffered severe consequences for years during and following the Texas revolution.
One of the most bizarre expeditions during the Texas Revolution was the Battle of San Patricio fought near the
town in 1836. James Grant, Frank Johnson, and Robert Morris of the Texas forces following the Siege of Béxar planned
an assault on the Mexican town of Matamoros. Stripping the Alamo of supplies, provisions, medicines, arms, and
equipment that had accumulated during the Siege of Béxar, Grant and Johnson left Col. Neill and Sequín in command
with only a small force to defend the Alamo. Upon learning about the Matamoros Expedition Santa Anna sent General
Urrea to meet the Texans. Nearby, in San Patricio, the Mexican army encountered the Texas forces on February 27 and
defeated them. Some of the Texas forces were able to escape while others were captured and sent to Matamoros to be
imprisoned. After their defeat at the battle of San Jacinto the Mexican Army destroyed San Patricio and drove the
inhabitants away. 9.
A second less-known engagement of the Texas Revolution is the battle of Refugio fought on March 14, 1836 in
the municipality. The Mexican Army attacked Refugio and most of the inhabitants fled the town to avoid retribution.
The Mexican army destroyed the town and many of the former residents decided not return. Up to 1845, both San

Patricio and Refugio had Mexican raids causing further depletion of the population in the towns. Historical San Patricio
today is almost a ghost town with a population around 300. The former colonists moved to other towns in Texas such as
the Irish Flats in San Antonio or Irish town in Corpus Christi.10 At the end of the Civil War, Refugio almost disappeared
with only a few people living there. In the late 1880s, the town began to revitalize and today the population is
approximately 3,000 residents. 11.

Camino Real a la Tierra de los Tejas or the Royal Road to the Land of the Tejas:
The Spanish network of roads connecting the provinces of New Spain together is called the Camino Real (royal
road). Native Americans created the roads that became the roads traveled by Spanish explorers, missionaries, and
soldiers to build missions and presidios on the northern frontier of New Spain. The roads were also used as routes for
trade, migration, settlements, war, and independence. El Camino Real stretched from Mexico City to Natchitoches,
Louisiana with an Upper Road and a Lower Road and multiple interconnecting roads to locations such as Victoria, Corpus
Christi, Goliad, and San Antonio.
After initial attempts to settle in the coastal regions, the colonies faced further difficulties with the Texas
Revolution in 1836. Many Irish joined the Texas revolution seeking independence and laid down their lives in the battles
of the Texas Revolution. Ten of the Texas’ defenders at the Battle of the Alamo in 1836 were Irish born. Another 20
Americans including David Crockett could trace their family heritage to Ireland. Approximately 25 Irishmen signed the
Goliad Declaration of Independence and four signed the Texas Declaration of Independence. In the battle of San Jacinto
over 100 Irish were listed amounting to about one-seventh of the Texas army.12 Other Irish contributed in various
capacities to the growth of the State of Texas. In 1841, John N. Bryan, Irish, was founder of the City of Dallas when he
built a log cabin on the east bank of the Trinity River near the present day courthouse. 13.
As to when the Irish migrated to San Antonio is unresolved. Some accounts report the Irish were in San Antonio
in the early 1830s when empresario Stephen F. Austin established “The Old 300” colony in 1825. Other sources state it
was not until after the Texas Revolution or around the 1840s.

The Irish Settlement of San Antonio, “Irish Flats”:
San Antonio has been a crossroad of the Southwest since its discovery by the Spanish. Expeditions traveled
through San Antonio on the Camino Real from Mexico City, or Monclova, New Spain to the missions in East Texas. In
1717 both San Miguel de Linares de los Adaes Mission and Nuestra Señora del Pilar Presidio were established as a buffer
zone to France. The French continued exploration and sent an expedition into Spanish territory. In the diary of Francois
Derbanne entitled Journey of the Canadians, he writes about San Antonio prior to its establishment on April 14th:
“On the 14th we made 8 leagues. We crossed two rivers; the first was the San Antonio and the
other Medina River. The San Antonio has a good deal more water than the other. The
Spaniards are going to establish a settlement there; it is a very beautiful place. These two rivers
join together near the sea and run into the bay of M. de La Salle.” 14.
One would have to say he was right noting San Antonio de Béjar Presidio was established on May 5, 1718,
marking the origin of the present city of San Antonio Texas. San Antonio de Béxar later became the capital seat of the
territory from 1773 to 1827 and was the largest city at the time. In the 1700s and early 1800s, three major trails of the
King’s Highway and Old San Antonio Road converged in San Antonio at Plaza de Armas and Plaza de las Islas (Military
and Main Plazas). By 1834 there were only a few towns in Mexican-governed Texas such as San Antonio de Béxar,
Goliad, San Patricio, Victoria, San Felipe, Stephen F. Austin’s colony on the Brazos River, and Nacogdoches.
Several factors can be attributed to what brought the Irish immigrants to San Antonio. Following the American
Revolution and the War of 1812 a spirit of nationalism and expansion developed. The idea of Manifest Destiny to claim
new land, ample natural resources, suitable land, and starting a new way of life sent the settlers in a westward direction
at the turn of the 19th century. Napoléon Bonaparte, in 1803, sold what became known as the Louisiana Purchase to the
United States. The sale of the territory had reawakened the Spanish officials. Texas became a buffer zone, not from the
French, but Americans. Texas protected Spain’s interests and mines in northern New Spain with only a sparse
population and limited soldiers. The struggle for Mexican independence came about on August 24, 1821. Soon the cry
for independence would be heard again, this time in favor of Texas. 15.
Following the El Camino Real de los Tejas roads, the Irish immigrants were forced to move to San Antonio and other
parts of Texas. Other Irish settlers later came with the U.S. Army.

Upon the Irish arrival to San Antonio, they located into an area north of the Alamo where the land was flat and
bordering on Alamo Plaza. The first house built north of the Alamo was in 1848 by Tom Ledgett who sold it to John
Steven. The house marked the southwest corner of the Irish Flats and in 1920 was razed for the federal post office.
West of Avenue D (now Alamo Street), Samuel A. Maverick purchased legal title to the water rights and land. 16. Water
was a necessity for the early settlers of San Antonio and goes back more than a century and half. Designed by Spanish
engineers, the network of 50 miles of irrigation ditches (acequias) served water to both the settlers and missions for
livestock and crops. The Acequia Madre de Valero was started as early as 1718 and was a hand-dug ditch, lined with
limestone. The acequia diverted water from the San Antonio River running through fields belonging to Mission Valero
(Alamo) and ran parallel to present day Broadway from Brackenridge Park and Alamo Street and split up into seven
channels south of La Villita before returning back to the river. 17.
Referred to as the Irish Flats, the land was low and belonged to San Antonio de Valero Mission and referred to
as Labor de los Adaisenos. 18. The Alamo’s lands stretch to the far east, north, and northwest and were used to raise
crops and livestock for the mission. The Irish Flats were once called the ‘Alamo City’ and the area was remote from the
main part of San Antonio.

Boundaries for the Irish Flats:
The Irish Flats were a relatively a small defined area with the southern border as Alamo Plaza or present day
Houston Street. The western border was Avenue C, which is
present day Broadway. The eastern border is the Acequia
Madre de Valero, the irrigation ditch described earlier. The
northern border has been defined as going to 6th Street,
although, other accounts define 10th Street or present day IH
35 as being the northern boundary. Above Tenth Street, the
occupants are speculated to be German and Spanish
immigrants. 20.
The Irish Flats were settled between the early 1830s
to the 1860s, initially with eight or ten families from Ireland
and the San Patricio County vicinity. 19. Other settlers living
in the Irish Flats were German, Polish and Swedish settlers.

The Neighborhood:
Several pictures of the Irish Flats give a description
of what it may have looked liked. Jose Arpa’s painting in
1914 of a vanished scene east of Ave E and 3rd Street in the
Irish Flats was photographed by Ernst Wilhelm Raba and now
hangs at the Witte Museum. It is believed that Arpa also
named the
John Rullman reconstructed map 1836 of San Antonio, Courtesy
Briscoe Center for American History
area
“Irish
Flats”
to
describe the neighborhood. Another artist, Porfirio Salinas (1910-1973)
painted three pictures of the Irish Flats and sketched a third one of a
house in the Irish Flats. Koch Maps of 1873, 1886 and Sanborn Maps of
San Antonio provide further insight into the neighborhood and streets.
The Alamo Madre irrigation ditch ran through the Irish Flats in order to
water vegetable gardens and provide water to trees, bushes, and
flowers. A turning basin raised the water up before being turned into
the gardens or fields. The yards and trees along the ditch were more
fertile and residents built bridges to cross over the acequia.

Image at right drawn and adapted by Rueben M. Perez

The photo at left shows the old Acequia Madre‘s remnants taken
as late as 1938. It was necessary to keep the acequia maintained and
clean to prevent diseases from spreading and water flowing. Parts of the
old acequia were later used as storm drainage ditches. A portion of the
Acequia Madre can still be viewed at the Alamo. 21
The streets and yards in the Irish Flats were shaded with pecan trees.
Fences enclosed yards in the neighborhood described as “quaint little
cottages with fenced in yards along streets shaded by old pecan trees.” 22.
Indians menaced the area in 1839 as describe in Memoirs of Mrs. M.A.
Maverick, “This year (1839) our negro men plowed and planted one labor
above the Alamo, and were attacked by Indians. Griffin and Wiley ran into
Picture courtesy of UTSA-ITC
the River and saved themselves. The Indians cut the traces and took off
with the workhorses. We did not farm again.” 23.
The majority of the neighborhood between 1850 and the early 1900s was primarily residential, however it had a
few commercial businesses such as a funeral home, livery stable, baggage line, blacksmith, mill, and a store. Many Irish
residents worked in some capacity for the government and got along well with the Germans who settled in the 1840s,
ten years after the first Irish settlers.

Houses:
San Antonio has had many nationalities represented since its early days, each distinct, but yet, all came
together. Today, the majority of the homes in the Irish Flats are gone and only a few left as silent reminders of the past.
The Irish built houses similar to what they had left in Ireland with adaptations made for the local conditions, materials,
and borrowed ideas from the Spanish and German neighborhoods. The houses are described generally as flushed to the
street, narrow front porches supported by small posts, high roof line in the front and low-roof extension in the back, low
ceilings, and initially thatch roofs, but replaced by shingles or tin. Much of the architecture of the area was reminiscent
of old Europe, but distinctly, had its own uniqueness not found elsewhere. 24. The thick walls were made of limestone
and caliche to keep the house cool in the summer and warm in the winter. The soft limestone used was called as ‘tufa’
stone and quarried from near Mission Concepcion. In addition, the rubble and material from the Alamo after it fell may
have been used in constructing the houses. 25.
A good description of the houses is found in the WPA Guide to Texas, Federal Writers Project as follows:
“Simple architectural form, one is of stone, plastered walls inside and out, stone floor, gabbled roof with a rake break.
Roof has a shallow pitch to cover the porch across the front and a different pitch to cover the saltbox to the back.
Symmetrical arrangement of evenly spaced porch columns, two uniformed windows and two doors. A larger Victorian
brick house is in simple form with fenestration symmetrically arranged around the single front door. The roof is gabled
with a modified hip on either end, a break at the upper roof eves and a second rake covering the front porch and room
at the back.” 26.
The Irish contributed to building many homes like the ones in Ireland, however, it is noted that Germans had
also built houses in the area in styles incorporating features of Northern France, Alsace, and Germany. The vernacular
designs of the houses in the Irish Flats reflected a mixture of cultural influences. Copies of the Irish flat architecture
were reproduced in adobe houses, but did not withstand the elements and dissolved with rain and time.
Following the selection of a site for a new house, family and neighbors were called in for their services to erect
the house. Prior to erecting the house, a party with spirits celebrated the occasion. As the foundations were laid,
fiddles played. Perhaps too much celebration as some doors were too low to walk through and chimneys were placed
where they shouldn’t be. Many of the settlers once established, would leave the Irish Flats to more prestigious places in
San Antonio.
At the turn of the century and World War II many of the old structures in the Irish Flats were torn down to make
room for the commercial buildings and parking lots in the area. What was left behind as remnants in 1983 was declared
to be of historical significance and protected. 27.

YESTERDAY: A look back at homes in the old Irish Flats:

516 Fifth Street

419 Seventh Street

227 Blum Street

Alamo ditch with bridge in front of house

Pictures courtesy of UTSA Institute of Texan Cultures

TODAY:

415 Sixth Street

411 Sixth Street

417 Eighth Street

127 McCullough Avenue
Photos taken by Rueben M. Perez

The Irish community presence continues to live on in San Antonio. The Irish built St. Mary’s Catholic Church, the
first English speaking services. Traditions and customs once found in the Irish Flats are kept alive today with dances,
close family ties, and story telling. The Irish share their rich history with San Antonio in events, festivals, and celebrating
of St. Patrick’s Day, even turning our San Antonio River green. The Harp and Shamrock Society of Texas is dedicated to
honoring and telling the story of their ancestors. Even though the little neighborhood called the “Irish Flats” is gone, it
is not forgotten.
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Order of Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez
Minutes for the meeting held April 6, 2016 at the
Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine Restaurant
Submitted by Joe Perez
Attendance:
Reyna Araiza, Abel Araiza, Henry DeLeon, Pauline Faz, Joaquin Faz, Vivian Garza, Carlos Garza,
Priscilla Hancock, Robert Hancock, Walter Herbeck, Jimmy Peet, Rueben Perez, Joe Perez, Victoria
Thonhoff, Judge Robert Thonhoff, Susan Thonhoff Rodriguez, Richard Whynot, Joe J. Zavala












The meeting commenced at 7:27 p.m.
Judge Robert Thonhoff provided the Invocation.
Robert Hancock led us in the Pledge of Allegiance.
Our Treasurer was unable to make the meeting but gave her report to Governor Joe Perez for
presentation to the group. For March, we had a Beginning Balance of $2,983.37, Expenses of
$195.04, Income of $125.94 and an Ending Balance of $2,913.57. A motion to accept the reports
was made by Richard Whynot and seconded by Jimmy Peet. After a vote, the motion carried.
Granadero Abel Araiza, as Commander of the Memorial Services Detachment at Fort Sam Houston
National Cemetery, informed us about a special program where that group gives military honors
at interment services for homeless veterans. Since there are no next of kin, organizations are
invited to receive the U.S. flag at these ceremonies and the Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez received
the flag at the most recent military burial of a homeless veteran. Abel then presented the flag in a
display case to Governor Joe Perez, who received it on behalf of our membership. Joe thanked
Abel for inviting the Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez to receive the flag at the burial and tonight.
Joe announced that those in attendance at the burial services and representing the Granaderos
were himself, Abel Araiza and Richard Whynot.
Governor Joe Perez reminded everyone of two upcoming events; receiving historic documents
from Seville, Spain on Monday, April 18th and the King William Fair on Saturday, April 23rd.
Joe then introduced the Guest Speaker, Granadero Jimmy Peet, who is very passionate about his
family, his vocation, which is as a Financial Advisor for his own Advisory, ETF Strategies, LLC, and
also passionate about Texas history. His presentation titled “Don Felipe Roche de la Portilla: First
Empresario” was very informative and very well received.
The meeting adjourned at 8:08 p.m.

